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Introduction
This document contains information about new and changed features, as well as fixed issues in the latest
version of Visma Payroll.
We recommend that you read through the document so that you are familiar with the changes that have
been made in his version before you start using it.

Changed functionalities
Templates
When a company has integration settings in place, those integration settings will not be updated anymore
in case a template with different integration settings is applied. Earlier, the company’s integration settings
were overrun, which was not the desired outcome in most cases.

Reports improvement
Wage run related reports can now be exported to xlsx or pdf format directly from the wage run view. This
feature is available for all the wage run reports except Katre, AutoInvoice and Mobile payslip.You can start
the export by clicking the icon shown in the image below.

Improvement in social security calculation
Earlier social security cost was calculated with parameters. Now the calculation is performed with tables,
which makes updating yearly changes in social security percentages easier.

New Features
API
The API functionality is being developed, and is close to publication.

The Application Programming Interface (API) is used to connect different software for transferring data
between them. The actual transfer of data is done using the interface without necessarily requiring the
user to start the transfer. Transferring the data could be triggered automatically (e.g. timed) or by the
user initiating the action. This depends on the solution of how the interface has been programmed.
When transferring transactions to the wage run or absences to the absence register in Visma Payroll,
a user action is always required to start the transfer. More information can be found from the
Community about API integrations that are already available in Visma Payroll.
Stay tuned for more information in the near future!

Fixed issues
Template update
An error was fixed In Payroll templates where the paycode 4210 (työkalukorvaus) incorrectly had the
property 9000 (taxable income) as a default. The property 9000 (taxable income) has now been removed
from the properties.

Cost centers absent from ERP exports
An error was fixed in ERP exports, where some cost centers were absent even though they were selected
in Payroll. The cost centers now show all the cost centers in the export.

Salary card summaries report excel export
An error was fixed in salary card summaries excel export. Earlier, when there were decimal values in the
Working hour or Monetary salary fields, the excel report had errors even though the report preview and
PDF export had the correct data. The excel report now works correctly also when there are decimal values
in the fields.

Duplicate rows in transaction importing
An error was fixed in backup importing, where duplicate transactions would be generated for employees in
some cases. The backup importing now shows the correct number of transactions.

Wage run batch transactions not working
An error was fixed in wage run batch transactions, where the system would freeze if “visible on paycodes”
was not selected for the used group levels when the batch transactions was started. Now batch
transactions are enabled even if the group is not shown for the paycode.

Employees skipped in wage element recalculations
An error was fixed where employees were skipped when recalculating wage elements. Now all employees
are calculated correctly.

Reporting crashes with a large number of projects
An error was fixed where the creation of several reports caused the program to stop functioning if there
were over 1000 projects. The reporting function was improved and now works with even a very large
number of projects.

Absence days reported multiple times
An error was fixed where the number of absence days was doubled on the Katre report when paycode
1202 was generated. Now the number of absence days is shown correctly on the report.

Weekly working hours reported incorrectly to the income register
An error was fixed where the oldest weekly working hours value was used when reporting weekly hours to
the income register, even if the value was different during the selected time period. Now the report uses the
weekly working hours value from the first date of the selected time period.

